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WITH THANKS TO OUR SPONSORS

www.csiro.au/scinema

FESTIVAL OF SCIENCE FILM
NATIONAL SCIENCE WEEK AUGUST 2005

THIS INITIATIVE IS SUPPORTED BY THE AUSTRALIAN GOVERNMENT THROUGH THE DEPARTMENTS OF EDUCATION, SCIENCE & TRAINING AND INDUSTRY, TOURISM & RESOURCES.
ABOUT SCINEMA

SCINEMA™ is a public outreach program run in partnership with CSIRO and the National Museum of Australia.

Admission Policy
Admission is free of charge. Individual venues reserve the right to restrict entry to anyone they consider, according to their own policies.

Film Ratings
The films in SCINEMA are rated C for Children’s Programming. Parents are advised that some films may contain adult concepts. Some films may have restrictive language and scenes. Please check with your local venue or visit our website for more details.

WITH THANKS TO OUR SPONSORS

NATIONAL STUDENT SHORT (PHYSICS) FILM COMPETITION

In celebration of 2005 International Year of Physics, SCINEMA launched a call to students across Australia - to produce a short film that celebrates physics. SCINEMA provides this program of the finals, and we ask our audience to vote for the Best Film in the finals program.

SECONDARY SCHOOL & TERTIARY INSTITUTION CATEGORIES

With thanks to our sponsors Double Helix Club and Einstein International Year of Physics.

Periodic Reproduction
[ فترة | د. نورمان بارن | D. & P. Axel Fisher]

From the depths of the sea comes a tale of struggle and hardship to find the perfect partner. Pursuing the process of fusion, this long shot short film [no cuts were used] replaces scientific equations with humans, each person representing a hydrogen atom at a different stage.

Remember the Trifons
[ فترة | د. ديفيد شاير | D. & P. Cassy Norrie]

As cohorts of coral eating stars scavenge our scoured Barrier Reef, this short nature documentary remembers an enormous underwater enigma, but at forgotten, once believed to hold the key to the survival of this massive coral structure.

Saving the Dinosaurs
[ فترة | د. ديفيد شاير | D. & P. Cassy Norrie]

3 PRIMARY scientists save the dinosaurs

Small Things
[ فترة | د. ديفيد شاير | D. & P. Cassy Norrie]

Building entomologist Jack races beetles at school. Will his ants beat his beetle buddy Branson?

THE CHAOS THEORY
[ فترة | د. ديفيد شاير | D. & P. Cassy Norrie]

The Who’s a Beard of a Designer Babies
[ فترة | د. ديفيد شاير | D. & P. Cassy Norrie]

mRNA / tRNA: The 2004 Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine

VOTING

For your vote in the primary Film, the Secondary & Tertiary sections online at www.csiro.au/scinema